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The purpose of this paper is to investigate the boundary map of the 
localization sequence and the residue map in the corresponding sequence of 
the group of differentials via the dlog map. 
In the first section, we find the explicit description of the dlog map in 
higher K-theory. In Section 2, we define the residue maps on the groups of 
differentials, and in Section 3, we show that the boundary map in the 
localization sequence of K-theory is compatiable with the residue map 
under the dlog maps. 
This is essentially a part of the author’s thesis [ 111 at the University 
of Pennsylvania. He thanks his thesis advisor Professor S. Shatz and 
Dr. H. Gillet for their guidance and encouragement. 
1. dlog MAPS IN HIGHER K-THEORY 
We first indicate how we get the explicit description of dlog maps in 
higher K-theory. Grothendieck constructed the Chern classes of a group 
representation with value in Hodge cohomology [S]. The essential parts in 
finding the description are the use of twisting cochains and the trace map 
as introduced by O’Brian, Toledo, and Tong [9], who used these to define 
the Chern character of (analytic) coherent sheaves. 
Let X be Spec(A), where A is a commutative ring containing Q, write G 
for Gl(n, A), and let G act on X trivially (accordingly G acts on 52; 
trivially). Define a covering indexed by Gl(n, A) via 
%!={(U,Ia~Gl(n,A),andX=U,forallx). 
Take E to be 0;; then E, ( = El U,) is again 0;. To find the Atiyah class, 
we need to choose a connection on E,, which is induced from the gluing 
functions of vector bundles (as is done in topology). 
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In our case, the trivialization maps 
correspond to the identity group representation, 
Gl(n, A) x On, + O;, 
and vice versa. Thus, we get the gluing map 
$Ba:&IUp-,EBIUa 
and the diagram 
shows that *Pm is PC’ E Gl(n, A). We endow E, with the flat connection 
VW 
V,:E,+E,OSZ;, 
given by the formula 
V,(e) = a ~’ d(ae) 
= (C’ da)(e) - d(e), 
in which d(e) = (de,, . . . . de,) in (52&)“, for e= (e,, . . . . e,) in E,. (One 
checks, easily, this is a connection on E, .) 
To find the twisting cochain for E, we write down the complex 
,$I 1 
id 
OdE,-----+ElU,-0, 
where t:’ =0 for all a in Gl(n, A). Let 
O-+E,+EJUpO 
be the same complex for E 1 UP, and choose {:i to be the identity map on 
E, 1 Up = EB 1 U, = 0;. That is, we have the diagram 
0- E, - E/U,---+0 
r:; 
I 
= id id 
I 
o- 4 -El U,- 0. 
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The other terms of the twisting cochain vanish; i.e., 
o= p&l +&;)L . . . . 
Their covariant derivatives with respect o the connection chosen above are 
v((Oq, = 0 
and 
V((“J),, = V,(id) - V,(id) 
=p-‘d&&dcl, 
and all higher degree terms vanish. To the kth power of V& we apply the 
trace map to get the Chern character. This yields 
PROPOSITION 1. In the homogeneous bar resolution of G = Gl(n, A), the 
kth Chern character of the identity representation of Gl(n, A) is given by the 
formulae 
ch,=O 
ch,(cl,, . . . . ak) = (l/k!) Tr((a;l dol, --cl;l dcl,) 
A ... A (cl;l dol,-cq’?t da,+*)) 
for k > 0. 
Here, A denotes the multiplication 
A: M(n,SZ*)xM(n,52*)-+M(n,Q*), 
induced on the n by n matrices by the anticommutative algebra sZ* = 
Qi>OSZ>- 
In the homogeneous bar resolution, the k th Chern character is given by the 
formulae 
ch,=O 
and 
ch,([a,~~~~~a,])=(l/k!)Tr(a~‘dol, A ... r\a;‘da,),(k>O). 
Proof The formulae for the inhomogeneuous bar resolution is easy to 
compute, once we know the homogeneous case. For the homogeneous 
case, it is good enough to show (cf. [2]) 
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(i) ch, = dlog. 
(ii) (Naturality): Iff: G’ -+ G, then ch(p of) =f* ch(p), where ch(p) 
means the Chern character corresponding to the representation p. 
(iii) (Additivity): If p = p1 Op2, then 
W) = ch(p,) +W4. 
Assertions (ii) and (iii) are trivial to check. For (i), we have to prove (in 
inhomogeneous bar resolution) 
Tr(a-’ da) = d(det(a))/det(a). 
Let CI = (a,), and let M, be the (i, j) th cofacter of a. Then 
(K’)~ = (l/det(cr))MV. 
Hence, 
Tr(a-l dcx) = (l/det(a)) c M, d(a,). 
ii 
On the other hand, if S, denotes the symmetric group on n letters, we have 
= 1 4a,j) C skn(4al,,(l) . ” ai,c(i) . . ‘%,dn) 
i,j o(i) = j 
= C d(mij)Mji, 
ij 
as required. 
Remark 1. To find the Chern classes, which are the dlog maps (up to 
sign), we use Newton’s formulae. The first few Chern classes are given by 
cl = ch, 
c2 = $(chf - 2ch,), etc. 
The homomorphism induced by c0 on K,(A) is given by the “rank map.” 
Also, note that the formulae in the proposition are independent of 12, the 
size of the matrices, as soon as n is large enough. 
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Remark 2. One should compare with Gersten’s paper [3] where he 
treats the situation of Chern classes using a result of Grothendieck [S-j. 
Also compare with Block’s paper “Algebraic K-theory and crystalline 
cohomology” in Inst. Hautes &udes Sci. Pubi. Math. 47. 
EXAMPLE. Using Remark 1, we shall compute dlog of the symbol (u, v> 
in K,(A), where u and ZI are units of A. 
Write 
then the symbol {u, u} corresponds to the (inhomogeneous) cycle 
CD, ID,l - CD” I D,l 
in H,(E(A), Z). First, we have 
chT(C~,I~,l)=ch:(C~,l~,l)=O, 
because det(D,) = det(D,) = 1. Next, 
I[ 
d” 
0 0 
0 -du/u2 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
=r -;u,u H] 
and 
dvJv 0 0 
Therefore, 
D;‘dD,= 0 0 0 
[ 0 0 -dv/w 
c2({u, u})= -dlog({u, v})= -du/u A dv/v. 
More generally, if CI and p are two commuting elementary matrices, then 
dlog(a * fi) = -Tr(a-l da A pp’ dfi). 
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Remark 3 (Integrality of dlog for K2). By using K. Dennis’ theorem 
that every element of St(A) can be written as a product of two com- 
mutators [ 11, we see that the formula for c2 is defined without the assump- 
tion that A contains Q. 
2. THE POINCAR~-LERAY RESIDUE MAP AND CLOSED DIFFERENTIAL FORMS 
Contents of this section should be well known (cf. [6, Chap. 3 Sect. 8; 
41). We include this section for the sake of completeness and to fix the 
notations which will be used in the next section. 
Let X be a smooth scheme over a field of characteristic zero, i: Y + X a 
closed immersion of a smooth closed subscheme of codimension one in X, 
and U the complement of Y. The open immersion U -+ X is denoted by j. 
Let @’ denote the subgroup of Qp consisting of the closed forms. 
In this section, we want to prove that the sequence 
O‘QP -P res x-Q,(Y)- i,BP;l-----+ 0 
is exact. 
First, we deal with the afline case. Let A be a (commutative) regular ring 
over a field, k, of characteristic zero, and let f E A be a non-unit such that 
A/(f) is also regular. We write 
X= Spec(A), Y= SpecW(f)), and u=x- Y. 
As usual G?& (resp. Qc) stands for the I relative p-differentials (resp. 
absolute p-differentials), and Qf;/k( Y) for those differentials in Q& whose 
singularity is at worst a pole of order one along Y. (That is, o E Q$ is in 
Q$( Y) if and only if fo E Q p,,. ) 
Leray’s residue map, in the complex holomorphic case [7], goes over to 
our situation as we show in: 
THEOREM 1 (PoincarbLeray). Let A be a regular ring over an algebrai- 
cally closed field k (of characteristic 0), and let f E A be a nonunit such that 
A/(f) is also regular. Then there is a well defined group homomorphism, 
where p < dim(A), and X and Y are the spectra of A and A/(f ), respectively. 
The proof proceeds in two stages. First, we treat the case in which A is 
local and we use the following lemma: 
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LEMMA 1. Let A be a regular local ring, and let (f = zI, z2, . . . . zd) be a 
system of local parameters, where d = dim(A). Let o E 52”x/ ; then 
dz, A o =0 if and only if w = dz, A cp for some cp ~a$;’ which does nst 
involve dz,. Furthermore, cp 1 Y (restriction to Y) is urtiquely determined by 
co. 
Proof. The elements 
dz,, A . . . dz,, for i, < . . . < i,, 
form an A-free basis for G?&, and we can write w = (dz, A cp) + $, where 
9 and $ do not involve dz,. If dz, A w = 0, then dz, A + = 0. But, since $ 
does not involve dz,, we conclude that I,!I = 0; that is, LL) = dzi A cp. The 
other direction is obvious. 
If 0 = o = dz, A cp, then by the previous part of the proof, we have 40 = 
dz, A cp’ for some qn’ in Q$;‘; hence q 1 Y = 0. This means that cp j Y is 
uniquely determined by w. 
Proof of Theorem 1. First, we assume A is local. Let w be in a$,,, and 
assume o has a pole of order one along Y. Then zlw is in s2&, and 
d(z,w) = dz, A w as w is closed. Therefore, dz, A d(z,o) = 0. By Lemma 1 
above, we have d(z,o) = dz, A co= dz, A q for some cp E&?&. Hence, 
dz, A (z,o-z,cp)=O, and (z,w-z,cp)~O&. Again, by Lemma 1, there 
is some 7 in 52 “x7;c’, which is uniquely determined on Y, such that 
@=(dz,/z,) A r+cp with y~sZ$‘and cpEs2p,l, 
Now, we prove y is closed as a differential on Y. As w is closed, we find 
O=do= +-(dz, A dy)+dqx 
Since dq is uniquely determined on Y, and since 0 also works in the above 
equation, we conclude that dq = 0. 
Finally, we prove that q 1 Y does not depend on the choice off: Let z; be 
another choice defining Y, so that A/(z;) is also regular. Then 
o=(dz;/d) A r+(cP+dlog(z,/z;) A r), 
where .zl/z; is a unit of A. It follows that dlog(z,/z\) is regular; hence, q 
does not depend on the choice ofJ: 
Now, let A be an arbitrary regular ring over k. Choose PE Y, a closed 
point; then by the local case, there is an affine open neighborhood, V’, of 
P in X such that for w E B$( Y), the differential form w j V gives us a 
(p - 1 )-differential v] which is uniquely determined on Vn Y. By this 
uniqueness property, our construction gives differentials coinciding on the 
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overlaps of open sets on Y. Hence, they glue together to give us a global 
(p - 1)-differential on Y, and it is closed (closedness is a local property). 
We want to extend the residue map fi$,k -+ a$.;’ to the absolute 
differentials, i.e., to the differentials relative to Q. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a regular local ring over a field k of characteristic 
0, let {tjl j~$> b e a trancendence basis of k over 0, and let {zl, z2, . . . . zd} 
(d = dim(A)) be a system of local parameters. Then 52% is A-free generated 
by 
(4 A d5,), 
where I= (iI, . . . . i,-,) and J= (jp--r+l, . . . . jp) are increasing ordered multi- 
indices, and we set 
dz, A d5, = dz, A . . . A dzirmr A d5jp-,+l A . . . A dtjr. 
Proof It will be enough to show 52; is A-free with basis dzi, dtj. Let 
k’ = k(tj) be the field gotten by adjoining all trancendental elements (tj} 
to k, so that k/k is a separable algebraic extension. Then 52:, Ok, k is 
isomorphic to ai, and thus, !2:, Qk A is isomorphic to sZ:O, A. As Sz:. is 
a k’-vector space with base {d5,}, we find that Q:,OkC A is A-free on (dlj). 
The splitting short exact sequence [S] 
042~@kA42~4’~,k+0 
completes the proof. 
By using the proof of Lemma 1 applied to the basis dz, A dt,, we-find 
LEMMA 3. Let A be a regular local ring over a field k of characteristic 
0 and use the same notations of Lemma 1. If o E sZ$, then dz, A o = 0 if and 
onlytfw=dz, r\~~forsornecp~Q $- ‘. Furthermore, q 1 Y is uniquely deter- 
mined. 
Gluing these cp 1 Y together, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 2. If A is a regular ring over a field k of characteristic 0, 
there is a well defined group homomorphism, called the residue map, 
resy: BP,(Y) + WC-‘. 
Moreover, the residue map exists if X is a smooth scheme over a field k 
and Y is a smooth closed subscheme of codimension one in X. 
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THEOREM 2. Let X be a smooth scheme over afield of characteristic 0, 
and let Y be a smooth closed subscheme of codimension one in X. Then, the 
sequence 
-P O-Q, 
i* resy 
) &cqY)- W$-0 
is exact. 
ProoJ: (i) j* is injective. This follows from the square 
a”, j* ) .0$(Y) 
i I 
o-q,- QP” 
where the two vertical maps and the bottom horizontal maps are injec- 
tions, and from the fact that s2P, is locally free which is Lemma 2. 
res (ii) 
res y 0 j * = 0. It is enough to check this at each point of Y. But 
Y and j* behave well under localization, and so our assertion is 
immediate from the construction of res.. 
(iii) Ker(res.)cIm(j*). Let o~o$(Y). Note that o is in Im(j*) if 
and only if o has no singularity along Y, and that having a pole is a local 
property. If res,(o) = 0, then res.(o,) =0 for every point P of Y. (Here, 
wp is the localization of o at P.) Write wp = (dz,/z,) A q + p (near P) 
where q does not involve dz,. Then, res y(wp) = q 1 Y near P. Hence, w is 
regular. 
(iv) To prove res y is surjective, we need only check at each point P. 
So assume X is Spec(A), with A is a local ring. Then, as in Lemma 2, 
choose a basis for sZ$-’ so that for 13 in a%- i, we can write 
c;j=C a,dz, A di’, where 1 $I. 
1, J
We merely lift 6, E A/(f) to aN E A, choose cu = C alJ(dz,/z,) A dz, A d<,, 
and then observe that res y(w) = ~5. 
3. COMPARISON OF THE RESIDUE MAP AND THE BOUNDARY 
MAP OF K-THEORY 
We use the dlog map to connect the Poincare-Leray residue map with 
the localization of K-theory [lo]. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let A be a local ring containing Q, and consider dlog 
on K,(A). Then the image of dlog is contained in the Q-subspace of sZ5 
consisting of du,/uI A ... A du,/u,, where the q’s are units of A. 
Proof: Choose 01 EGl(n, A); then, as A is local, each row and column 
contains at least one entry which is a unit. By multiplying 01 by a permuta- 
tion matrix, P,, on the left, we can make the entry in position (n, 1) a unit. 
By multiplying a by a strictly upper triangular matrix, Ui, on the left, we 
reduce the matrix c1 to 
0 
0 * 
U,P1u= . Ll Ul I * 
Repeat this process. In the end, we have the following expression: 0 .un 
. . USPS.. . U2P,U,P,u= L 1 . u2 * Ul 
Now, multiply this by a permutation matrix, P, on the left to obtain Ul *
Pu,P,-~-u,P,u,P,u= i 1 u2 . . . 0 *u, 
Denote the right hand side above by M; it is upper triangular with units 
of A along the diagonal. The process gives a factorization of u into the 
form 
a = PI u, P, u, . . P, u, PM, 
where the P’s are the permutation matrices, the U’s are strictly upper 
triangular matrices, and A4 is as above. 
Now, recall that dlog is a Q-linear combination of expressions of the 
form 
Tr(u,’ da, A ... A cc,’ du,) A Tr(u[-:, du,,, A ..+ A “p’ da,), 
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where a,‘s are in Gl(A), and A is as in the previous section, and 1 < t < p. 
Since P-’ dP = 0, if P is a permutation matrix, 
for U strictly upper triangular, and 
if M is of the form above. Now the result follows by using the formulae 
(aB)-‘d(aB)=P-‘cr-‘(dol)P+8-‘d& 
tr(o A ‘1) = ( - 1 )i’ tr(q A w). 
COROLLARY 1. If A is a regular ring over a field of characteristic 0, then 
the images of dlog maps are closed differential forms. 
Proof Closedness is a local property, and the corollary follows 
immediately from the proposition above. 
COROLLARY 2. If A is a local ring (not necessarily containing the 
rational numbers), then the image of dlog on K,(A) is the Z-module 
generated by du/u A dv/v, where u and v range over the units of A. 
Proof. The cocycle for dlog, in the case of K2, has integral coefficients 
(Remark 3 of the previous section), and note that 
dlog( (u, v } ) = - du/u A dv/v. 
COROLLARY 3. If A is Henselian over an algebraically closed field, then 
the image of dlog on K,(A) is exactly the Q-subspace of Q$ generated by 
du,/u, A ... A du,/u,,, for all units uj of A. 
Proof First of all, we know 
dhd (ul, . ..> up})= +(p- l)! du,/uI A ..I A du,/u, 
As A is Henselian, every unit of A has an nth root. Our Corollary now 
follows immediately. 
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LEMMA 4. If A is an equi-characteristic, omplete local ring, and iff is 
a non-unit of A such that A/(f) is regular, then the map i*: 
K,(A) -+ K,(A/(f )) is surjective. 
Remark. Compare this with Gersten’s example that the map i*: 
K 4n+d%)) +K4n+@l(~)) is not onto [2, p. 2251, in the unequal charac- 
teristic case. 
ProoJ: Let {&, . . . . Zd}, d = dim(A), be a system of local parameters for 
Mf 1; then {f = zl, z2, . . . . zd} is a system of local parameters for A. On the 
other hand, as A/(f) is complete, regular and local, Cohen’s theorem [ 123 
shows that 
Al(f) = KIz,, . . . . zd] for some field K. 
But {f =zl, . . . . zd} is a system of parameters for A; so we have 
NIz,, . . . . zJ is contained in A. This gives a commutative diagram 
The diagram above implies that we can define an injection s: A/(f) + A 
which is the right inverse to the projection A --H A/(f). Therefore, the 
functoriality of the K-groups finishes the proof. 
LEMMA 5. Let A be a regular ring containing Q, and let f be a non-unit 
of A such that A/(f) is also regular. Then the image of dlog on K,(Af) lies 
in (l/fWP,, where Af is the localization of A with respect to the multi- 
plicative set generated by J: 
Proof: For any prime ideal #z;, we have the commutative diagram 
K,UJ - K,((Af)r) 
so the question is local. 
We assume A is a regular local ring. Now, if A is the completion of A, 
the injection 
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shows that it is good enough to prove the lemma for A. But 2 is 
isomorphic to K[z,, . . . . zd] for some field K (d= dim(A)) in which we may 
choose f= z1 ; so we consider the diagram (in which A is complete) 
O- K,(A) - Kp(Ay) - KppdCAi(f)) 
I 
dlog 
1 
dlog 
o-----+ i-25 - &Qp 
4 
where i* is onto by Lemma 4. 
Choose XE K,(&), an form 8x1~ K,-,(A/(f)). Since i* is onto, we can 
find z E Kp- ,(A) such that dx = i*z. Since 8 is K,(A)-linear, we find that 
a(f* z) = z * 8f (here, * is multiplication in K-theory). Now, af represents 
1 in K&f/(f)). So the exactness of the localization sequence shows that 
x = f rlr z + y for some y E K,(A). From this, we deduce 
dlogtx) = (df/f~ dlog(z)) + dlog(y) 
and we know dlog(z) ~a%-’ and dlog(y) E sZ$ . Hence, dlog(x) is in 
(l/f )QP,> as desired. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a smooth scheme over a field of characteristic 0, 
and let Y be a smooth closed subscheme of codimension one in X. Then the 
diagram of abelian sheaves on x 
o- x i* P>X b .i,xp,” -f---+ i, xp-,,,- 0 
I 
dlog 
1 
dlog 
i 
dlog 
o- WC -..-.+n$(y)L Q-’ -0 
is commutative for p > 0, with exact rows. Here, the top row is the Iocaltza- 
tion sequence of K-sheaves and U = X - Y. 
Proof. Since the maps are globally defined, X and Y are spectra of 
regular rings over a field k of characteristic 0, in which case the diagram 
above is replaced by 
K,(A) j* ’ K,(&) -f--+ Kp- ,(-4(f)) 
I 
dlog 
I 
dlog dlq 
o- nc/ - sz$( Y) --=-+ 
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i=l~,P(Oy,p~ 
-P -1 
- QY,P 
SCHEME 1 
The exactness of the top sequence follows from Quillen’s proof of Gersten’s 
conjecture [lo], and the exactness of the bottom sequence is Theorem 2. 
Now the only thing we need to prove is that the right hand square com- 
mutes. For this, we devide the proof into steps. 
Step 1. To show that the square commutes, it is good enough to check 
at the stalk of each point of Y. 
For, let x E KP(Af). To show res .(dlog(x)) = dlog(dx), we need to check 
the equality in a%- ‘. Now, we know that the localization sequence is 
natural with respect o the flat map A + A, (P a point of Y) [lo]. So, we 
have a cube with commutative top and bottom faces and commutative left 
and right sides (Scheme 1). Since a$- ’ -+ Bp;-,l is injective, commutativity 
of the front face implies that for the rear face: as contended. 
Step 2. We need only prove our result when A is complete, regular 
local. 
Let a be the completion with respect to the maximal ideal (zr, . . . . z,), 
where we have chosen z1 =J: Since A -+ a is flat, the naturality of the 
localization sequence shows that we have a cube with commuting top, bot- 
tom, left, and right faces (Scheme 2). Here we have written C?= Spec(a,) 
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and ?= Spec(&(f)). Now, the map as -+ SdP, is injective because by 
Krull’s theorem the ring B = A/(f) injects into its completion &== 
a-5 ..*, zdJ, and S2; and Qg are B-free, B-free. So commutativity of the 
front face implies the rear face also commutes. 
Step 3. Proof in the complete local case. 
We assume A is complete, regular, and local over the field Q, so that A 
is isomorphic to KICzI, . . . . ~~4, where d = dim(A) and K is a field extension 
of Q. We takef= zl, as usual. We need to prove the commutativity of the 
diagram 
Kp- l(X) 
/i* 
qu) --f--+ K,-,fY) 
I 
dlog dlog 
I 
Qp, res, tp-1. 
Let x E K,(U), then ax E I$- 1(Y). By Lemma 4, i * is onto; hence, there is 
some z in I$,- I(X) such that i*(z) = 8~. We denote this element by Z. As 
in the proof of Lemma 5, we have x - f * z E K,(X). Therefore, 
0 = res(dlog(x - f * z)) 
= res o dlog(x) - res o dlog( f * z) 
= res 0 dlog(x) - res((dff) A dlog(z)) 
= ies 0 dlog(x) - dlog(2) (as .? is independent off) 
= res 0 dlog(x) - dlog(8x). 
Steps 1, 2 and 3 finish our proof. 
COROLLARY. We have the two compatible long exact sequences of 
cohomology groups 
. . . - H’(X, X,,,) - HIU %CJ, - HIY, +,,., 
I 
dlog 
I 
dlog dlog 
i 
..- - H’(X, &.) - H-(X, i&(Y)) - H’( Y, @r-l) 
- H’+‘(X,c%&)--+ . . . 
I 
dlog 
-AH.“(X,s2~) ----+ .._. 
481/136/1-Z 
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Remark. One can show that the connecting homomorphism of the 
K-cohomology is the same as i,--the natural map induced on Gersten 
resolution [ 111. 
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